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11
th

 STANDARD – GENERAL ENGLISH 

UNIT-1  

PROSE – BON VOYAGE 

1.Idioms and Phrases 

1. Bridge the gap between: (reduce the differences that exist between two things) 

 Gandhiji tried his best to bridge the gap between the Hindus and the Muslims. 

2. Prefer to: (like something better) 

 I prefer coffee to tea. 

3. Go the distance: (be able to complete the assigned task) 

 Though it was very difficult she went the distance. 

4. Go on to: (pass from one item to the next) 

 Let us go on to the next topic. 

5. One by one: (one after another) 

 The patients entered the clinic one by one. 

6. Take part in: (participate in) 

 I don’t like to take part in the competition. 

7. Lead on to: (bring about) 

 His drinking habit led on to his downfall. 

8. Fight it out with: (to fight or argue until an agreement has been settled) 

 Being stubborn she fought it out with her husband. 

9. On condition that: (on a rule to be agreed upon) 

 He signed the agreement on condition that he would be given 50% of the profit. 

10.Have a passion for: (be interested in) 

 He has a passion for collecting stamps. 

11.All through one’s life: (completely while one is alive) 

 Gandhiji was honest all through his life. 

12. In fact: (really) 
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 Infact once he was my close friend. 

13.Take up: (have as one’s career) 

 After his studies he took up teaching. 

14. Try one’s hand: (do an activity for the first time) 

 He tried his hand in cotton export 

15. From scratch: (from nothing) 

 We built up this business from scratch. 

16. Answer in the negative: (say ‘no’ to a proposal) 

 When I asked her whether she would join the tour she answered in the negative. 

17. On the other hand: (contrary to something) 

 She is rich; on the other handher sisters are poor. 

18. Catch up with: (overtake) 

 Soon our car caught up with the taxi. 

19. Refuse to take no for an answer: (have the guts to continue with one’s efforts) 

 He succeeded as a businessman because he refused to take no for an answer. 

20. Be drawn towards somebody: (be attracted by someone) 

 Crowds of people were drawn towards Gandhiji. 

21. A discovery of pain: (a painful experience) 

 For the small child the operation was a discovery of pain. 

22. Dream becomes true: (ambition is fulfilled) 

 When he passed the I.A.S examination his dream became true. 

23. Start off: (begin to move) 

 The train started off when the signal was given. 

24. Make history: (do something great so as to be remembered b y people). 

 Neil Armstrong made history by setting foot on the moon. 

25. Out of control: (in a state difficult to manage) 

 A few minutes after the take off the plane went out of control. 
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26. Absolve someone of blame: (declare that one is innocent) 

 A detailed inquiry absolved her of blame. 

27. Race away: (move very fast) 

 The lorry hit a passerby and raced away. 

28. Yearn for: (long for) 

 The soldiers yearned for a holiday. 

29. Point out: (indicate) 

 The teacher pointed out the mistakes in the essay. 

30. Carve an identity for oneself: (make a mark for oneself) 

 Keats carved an identity for himself in the world of poets. 

31. Pave the way for: (show the path to) 

 He paved the way for painless surgery. 

32. Once in a while: (occasionally) 

 Once in a while he goes for Medical checkup. 

33. Take good care of: (look after) 

 The mother takes good care of the baby. 

2. SYNONYMS 

twinkle  - glitter    

strong  - intense 

gazed  - looked    

desire  - ambition 

twinkling - glittering   

blue  - sky 

wide  - broad    

yonder  - there 

canopy  - roof    

heavens  - sky 
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fluffy  - soft    

maybe  - perhaps 

neighbouring - nearby    

rightly  - correctly 

voyage  - travel    

named  - called 

attained  - got    

kalpana  - imagination 

sudden  - quick    

preferred - chose 

flight  - flying    

sketch  - draw 

companions - friends    

airplanes - aeroplanes 

toiling  - striving    

dolls  - toys 

giant  - big    

close  - intimate 

leap  - jump    

often  - always 

mankind - humanity   

ambition - aspiration 

steeping - walking    

dare  -  brave 

surface  - crust    

distance - extent 

real  - true    
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fulfill  - achieve 

especially - particularly   

motto  - aim 

bridging  - joining    

follow  - pursue 

gap  - break    

incredible - unbelievable 

chasm  -  opening    

realisation - fulfillment 

needs  - required   

reflection - image\ 

exactly  - correctly   

retina  - screen 

sleepy  - dull    

whole  - entire 

crew  - team    

refused  - rejected 

siblings  - brothers / sisters  

valuable - worthy 

maintained - preserved   

encouraged - inspired 

brilliant  - outstanding   

earn  - get 

academic - learned    

inspiration - encouragement 

record  - performance   

surprised - astonished 
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throughout - everywhere   

presenting -  submitting 

pursue  - continue   

paper  - article 

happened - chanced   

lapse  - slipping 

branch  - field    

screening - showing 

initially  - firstly    

movie  - film 

resisted  - opposed   

magnificent - splendid 

decision - determination   

single-minded - devoted 

career  - profession   

determination - firmness 

finally  - lastly    

grit  - courage 

relented  - yielded    

steely  - firm 

determined - obstinate   

resolve  - determination 

nature  - behavior   

flee  - escape 

reluctant - unwilling   

partition - separation 

mere  - just    
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odd  - small 

closed  - ended    

jobs  - work 

accompany - escort    

practically - almost 

enjoyed  - liked    

invest  - contribute 

hiking  - walking    

succeeded - triumphed 

competitions - contests    

building - raising 

passion  - craze    

thriving  - successful 

constellations - stars    

business - trade 

project  - work    

scratch  - nothing 

incessantly - continuously   

column  - portion 

designing - modeling   

featuring - showing 

obvious  - apparent   

answered - replied 

achieve  - fulful    

truthfully - really 

enrolled - admitted   

negative - disagreement 
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break  - stop    

programme - schedule 

accompanied - followed   

futile  - useless 

authorities - administrators   

chase  - pursue 

consent  - approval   

globe  - earth 

guardian - parent    

thesis  - proposition 

let   - allow    

guide  - adviser 

recalls  - remembers   

levels  - amounts 

quiet  - calm    

true  - real 

shy  - timid    

assigned - entrusted 

intimidated - frightened   

mission  - task 

surroundings - circumstances   

specialist - expert 

adapted  - altered    

shuttle  - vehicle 

burning  - keen    

achieve  - perform 

refused  - declined   
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feat  - act/deed 

answer  - reply    

sought  - solicited 

amazingly - wonderfully   

citizenship - nationality 

instructor - teacher    

blamed  - accused 

drawn  - attracted   

tumbling - rolling 

fascination - interest    

capture  - seize 

intense  - great    

evaluation - inquiry 

physical - bodily    

absolved - acquitted 

fitness  - health    

blame  - guilt 

natural  - plain    

rating  - ranking 

choice  - selection   

terrific  - great 

path  - way    

majestic - lofty 

paved  - laid    

defined  - specified 

undergo - experience   

fast  - quick 
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rigorous - difficult    

races  - runs 

training  - practice    

glow  - brightness 

evaluation - assessment   

curvature - arch / bend 

arduous  - tough / hard   

yearned  - longed 

deter  - prevent    

scheduled - fixed 

average  - ordinary   

launch  - projection 

included - involved   

fortune  - luck 

experiencing - undergoing   

roll  - rotate 

pull  - tugging    

awe  - wonder 

gravity  - gravitation   

inspires  - arouses 

increase - enhance   

eternal  - endless 

pulse  - throb    

dared  - ventured 

movement - motion    

explore  - scout 

discovery - recognition   
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dedicated - devoted 

required - needed    

breezy  - windy 

immense - great    

entry  - arrival 

exploded - detonated   

heavens  - sky 

prior  - before    

surrounding - nearby 

scheduled - fixed    

community - society 

unfortunate - unlucky    

folk  - people 

whole  - entire    

partition - separation 

mourning - grieving   

possessions - belongings 

wide  - broad    

instill  - impart 

yearning - longing    

notion  - idea 

especially - particularly   

indeed  - really 

turn  - chance    

journey  - travel 

carved  - cut    

matters  - signifies 
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domain  - area    

goal  - destination 

inspire  - encourage   

message - lesson / moral 

horizon  - expanse    

identity  - individuality 

exploration - travelling   

basic  - fundamental 

host  - supply    

circumstances - conditions 

information - news    

stewardship - administration 

press  - reporters   

fragile  - delicate / feeble 

gazed  - looked    

mind-boggling - overwhelming 

dreamily - vaguely    

inspiration - encouragement 

opportunity - chance    

accomplishments - achievements 

sense  - feeling 

3. ANTONYMS      

little  x big    

upward  x downward 

up   x down    

night  x day 

above  x below    
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small  x big 

high  x low    

giant  x dwarf 

gazed  x glimpsed   

surface  x bottom 

beyond  x beside    

proved  x disproved 

wide  x narrow    

real  x unreal 

ever  x never    

bridging x splitting 

fluffy  x hard    

gap  x closure 

friendly  x hostile    

possible x impossible 

neighbouring x distant    

short  x tall 

height  x depth    

exactly  x approximately 

great  x small    

under  x above 

sudden  x slow    

sleepy  x busy 

companions x rivals    

town  x village 

strong  x weak    

achieve  x lose 
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desire  x dislike    

authorities x followers 

heavens  x earth    

written  x spoken 

touch  x skip    

consent  x dissent 

child  x adult    

let   x stop 

rightly  x wrongly   

refused  x accepted 

imagination x reality    

valuable x worthless 

young  x old    

everyone x no one 

close  x distant    

encouraged x discouraged 

friend  x foe    

later  x earlier 

remembers x forgets    

first  x  last 

often  x sometimes   

lapse  x gain 

greatest  x smallest   

same  x different 

ambition x aversion   

magnificent x modest 

fulfil  x neglect    
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single-minded x distracted 

follow  x precede    

determination x doubt 

incredible x believable   

grit  x cowardice 

whole  x part    

steely  x work 

everybody x nobody    

resolve  x indecision 

youngest x oldest    

partition x integration 

maintained x abolished   

odd  x permanent 

brilliant  x dull    

succeeded x failed 

initially  x finally    

building x breaking 

resisted  x accepted   

thriving  x failing 

relented  x resisted    

guest  x host 

determined x unstable   

answered x questioned 

reluctant x willing    

truthfully x falsely 

before  x after    

negative x affirmative 
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last  x first    

explaining x summarizing 

closed  x opened    

manned  x unmanned 

enjoyed  x hated    

futile  x worthwhile 

passion  x aversion   

chase  x leave 

began  x ended    

half  x full 

early  x late    

lived  x died 

life  x death    

difference x resemblance 

remember x  forget    

guide  x pupil 

incessantly x occasionally   

recalls  x forgets 

obvious  x obscure    

quiet  x noisy 

special  x ordinary   

shy  x bold 

intimidated x emboldened   

majestic x humble 

burning  x mild    

mind-boggling x expected 

refused  x agreed    
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vein  x artery 

no   x yes    

sunrise  x sunset 

answer  x question   

fast  x slow 

instructor x pupil    

forward  x backward 

drawn  x driven    

races  x crawls 

fascination x repulsion   

glow  x dullness 

joined  x resigned   

curvature x straightness 

academic x practical   

yearned  x hated 

intense  x weak    

launch  x land 

physical x mental    

succeeded x failed 

fitness  x weakness   

good  x bad 

rigorous x ordinary / easy   

fortune  x misfortune 

arduous  x easy    

awe  x disrespect 

deter  x allow    

inspires  x discourages 
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average  x outstanding   

eternal  x fleeting 

included x excluded   

dared  x hesitated 

pull  x push    

began  x ended 

gravity  x antigravity   

dedicated x indifferent  

increase x decrease   

breezy  x stormy 

discovery  x concealment   

entry  x exit 

pain  x pleasure   

prior  x after 

immense x small    

died  x lived 

true  x false    

death  x birth 

specialist x generalist / amateur  

whole  x part 

sough  x  neglected   

mourning x rejoicing 

early  x late    

under  x above 

blamed  x praised    

wide  x narrow 

tumbling x rising    
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starry  x starless 

control  x freedom   

dig  x heap 

capture  x free / leave   

lie   x stand 

post-fight x pre-fight   

yearning x dislike 

absolved x accused    

after  x before 

blame  x praise    

repeatedly x rarely  

terrific  x bad    

lived  x died 

valley  x mountain   

near  x far 

always  x sometimes   

many  x few 

young  x old    

lose  x gain 

corner  x centre    

everyone x no one 

native  x foreign    

instill  x drain 

dreamily x clearly    

same  x different 

caught  x left    

fragile  x durable / strong 
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ask  x answer    

anybody x nobody 

basic  x advanced   

replied  x questioned 

questions x answers    

accomplishment  x failure 

awe  x disrespect   

connection x disconnection 

surrounding x distant    

inspiration x discouragement 

partition x integration 

4. Choose the Synonyms of the italicized words from the options given:  

1. Even as a young girl she preferred to sketch and paint airplanes. 

 (decided, hated, chose, enjoyed) 

Ans: chose 

2. She maintained a brilliant academic record. 

 (outstanding, shining, twinkling, consistent) 

Ans: outstanding 

3. “It was obvious that she wanted to do something special….”. 

 (unsure, apparent, obsolete, unknown) 

Ans: apparent 

4. Where did this grit come from? 

 (greatness, innocence, power, determination) 

Ans: determination 

5. The training required immense levels of fitness. 

 (intense, strict, great, maximum) 

Ans: great 
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5. Choose the Antonyms of the italicized words from the options given: 

1.”The Ganges valley looked majestic…..” 

 (great, beautiful, humble, shining) 

Ans: humble 

2. Just looking at our planet roll by ….. and the awe that is inspires. 

 (fear, disrespect, surprise, hounour) 

Ans: disrespect 

3. The heights by great men reached… were not attained by sudden flight. 

 (swift, slow, calm, gradual) 

Ans: slow 

4. Though her family initially resisted her decision….. 

 (accepted, encouraged, disliked, proposed)   

Ans: accepted 

5. She had to fight it out with her father who was very reluctant. 

 (relentless, exultant, eager, pleasant) 

Ans: eager 

6. Supply the missing letters to find their synonyms: 

1. Consent - app_ _ _al  Ans: approval  

2. Dare  - br_ _ _   Ans: approval 

3. accompany  -  esc_ _ _  Ans: escort 

4. Special - ex_ _ _ord_ _ _ry Ans: extraordinary 

5. follow - _ _ _sue  Ans: pursue    

6. Fragile - fee_ _ _   Ans: feeble  

7. Supply the missing letters to find their antonyms: 

1. Remember x _ org_ _  Ans: forget   

2. Valuable x worth_ _ _ _  Ans: worthless 

3. succeeded  x fai_ _ _   Ans: failed  
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4. Mourning x rej_ _ _ing  Ans: rejoicing 

5. quiet  x talk_ _ _ _ _  Ans: talkative 

6. Futile x _ _ _ful   Ans: useful   

8. Match the words with their meanings: 

1. A popular game played in America : baseball 

2. Profit; yield    : returns 

3. A disk for recording and storing data : floppy 

9. Use the words in sentences of your own: 

1. Americans like to play baseball. 

2. The managing Director was shocked when the auditor told him about the returns. 

3. I shall copy the poem in a floppy. 

4. I watched polo on TV, 

5. The compere brings to light a number of young artistes. 

6. Liquids are freezing easily in the Arctic region. 

7. The hurricane uprooted huge trees. 

8. The company has assets worth a few corers. 

9. The foreigners were playing squash in the club.’ 

10.That English movie is a real thriller. 

11.This climate is suitable for playing golf. 

12.The soldier was allowed when he uttered the password. 

13.The javelin thrown by him hit a stray dog. 

14.I like to read the editorial in detail. 

15.The boat was tossed by the gale. 

16.They are worried about the huge expenditure. 

17.There was a pleasant drizzle in Ooty. 

18.People play ice hockey in cold countries. 

19.There is fluctuation in bullion rates. 
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20.I don’t believe it, for it is all gossip. 

21.She broke the record in pole vault. 

22.Some people are fond of reading the cover story. 

23.As it was foggy he lost his way. 

24.Billiards is an indoor game. 

25.He has got good practice in hardware repair and assembly. 

26.People feel sleepy in the damp weather. 

27.The yellowjournal published sensational news about the actress. 

28.The small screen has replaced the radio in may houses. 

29.As it was cloudy he hesitated to go out for a walk. 

30.Her first film itself is a box office hit. 

31.My brother is a software engineer in the States. 

32.I carefully went through the menu on the screen. 

33.As a stock broker in Mumbai he made a fortune. 

34.They ware surfing in the internet club. 

35. There is an unusual crowd in the stock exchange, 

36.My uncle presented me with a  palm top. 

37.The inflation has hit the poor people hard. 

38.As it is windy, I find cycling very difficult, 

39.This year there is a rise in the turn-over of our company. 

40.She carries her laptop wherever she undertakes long journey by rail. 

10. Look into either a Standard Dictionary or a Thesaurus and fill in the details in the following table. 

Word  Synonym  Antonym 

Daring - bold  - cowardly 

Tragic - sorrowful - comic 

Knowledge wisdom  - ignorance 

Eager - desirous - indifferent 
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Risky - dangerous - safe 

11. Look into a Dictionary and find the different meanings of the following words and how each is used:  

Land (1) Surface of the earth, 

   We made the journey by land. 

  (2) arrive in plane. 

   The aeroplane will land in a few minutes. 

Hike (1) a long walk in the country. 

   We went on a three milehike. 

  (2) a sudden increase in prices. 

   The price hike affected everyone.  

Thirst (1) the feeling of needing a drink 

   A glass of water quenched her thirst. 

  (2) a strong desire for something. 

   The pupils have a thirst for knowledge. 

Space (1) a place that is empty. 

   We have little space in this room.  

  (2) the area outside the earth’s atmosphere. 

   Satellites travel in space. 

Air (1) the mixture of gases that surrounds the earth. 

   She opened the windows to allow fresh air. 

  (2) the particular feeling or impression. 

   The hotel had an air of luxury. 

12. Fill in the blanks with suitable tense form of the verbs given in brackets 

1. Slow and steady wins (win) the race. 

2. Tomorrow, due to the bandh , all shops will open (open) only at 6 p.m. in the evening. 

3. I thought (think) I could ask you a favour. 

4. She has (have) a new bike now. 
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5. Add (add) a spoon of sugar to the mixture. 

6. Rekha sang (sing) well at the competition yesterday. 

7. If I were (is) a kite, I wound reach the moon. 

8. The president leaves (leave) for Japan next Friday. 

9. The teacher asked (ask) me why I was late. 

10. He visits (visit) his father every day.’ 

11. Hearcomes (come) Hamlet. 

12. Kadhawill meet (meet) me day after tomorrow. 

13. Fill in the blanks in the following sentences with the continuous perfect or prefect continuous form of the verb 

given in brackets: 

1. Tendulkar has been batting (bat) since the match started this morning. 

2. Shoba is always playing (play) loud music. 

3. I have watched (watch) all his movies. 

4. Tomorrow by now, she will be performing (perform) on the stage. 

5. Sudha will see (see) the doctor tomorrow evening. 

6. Look at the progress report.  He has passed (Pass) the examination. 

7. Saraswathi has finished (finish) her homework. 

8. “What were you doing last evening?”I was playing (play) tennis at the club. 

9. Raghu asked (ask) his boss for a hike last year. 

10. They will find (find) a solution tomorrow evening.’ 

11. Sankar is eating (eat) his breakfast.  Let’s wait for him. 

12. I was talking (talk) to my mother, when the guests arrive. 

13. The news had reached (reach) them, when he came home. 

14. My father will buy (buy) me a computed tomorrow. 

14. Fill in the blanks in the following sentences using the suitable form of the Perfect Tense: 

1. This photograph shows (show) the sun in all its glory. 

2. The scientist is leaving (leave) India on the 12th of January. 
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3. The little girls have (have) a toy each. 

4. Joan has finished (finish) her lesson.’ 

5. The ground is dry.  All the water has drained (drain) 

6. I brush (brush) my teeth every morning and night. 

7. A stitch in time saves (save) nine. 

8. Radha and Premaare travelling (travel) to Tirunelveli the day after tomorrow. 

9. Our neighbour’s dog is always barking (bark). 

10. The magician is pulling (pull) out a rabbit from the hat. 

11. Here comes (come) Caesar. 

12. Sundar has travelled (tour) all over the world in these ten years. 

13. The sun has been glowing (glow) steadily for more than four billion years. 

14. The sun is demanding (demand) everyone’s attention now. 

15. Fill in the blanks in the following sentences using the suitable form of the Past Tense: 

1. Raniwashed (wash) the clothes this morning. 

2. If I were the (is) wind, I wound travel everywhere. 

3. Amudhawas sleeping(sleep) when I knocked at the door. 

4. When Usha and Sumitha reached Ananda’s house the guests had left (leave). 

5. Priya bought (buy) an atlas yesterday. 

6. They had been hunting (hunt) for a new house whole of last October. 

7. I thought (think) I could give you a lift. 

8. Aruna’s mother told (tell) her not to go out in the rain. 

16. fill in the blanks in the following sentences using the suitable form of the Future Tense: 

1. The cabinet will decide (decide) on the bill next week. 

2. Sarowill have completed (complete) the project next Tuesday. 

3. Viji and Amalawill be visiting(visit) me next week. 

4. Next week by now, I will be enjoying (enjoy) my holiday. 

5. The Republic Day parade will commence(commence) at 6.00 a.m tomorrow. 
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17. Match the slogan with the product / movement: 

Slogan    Product / Movement 

Save Planet Earth  - Environmental awareness 

Calling all book worms  - Opening of a circulating library 

Moon walk in comfort  - Foot wear 

NIC is the best policy  - Insurance 

The sunbeam in your hand - Torch light 

Computer    -  Make your life easy with our PC. 

Telescope    -  The naked eye to espy sky. 

Rain water harvesting   -  Save water to rpeserve laughter. 

Campaign against child labour -  Don’t be wild on little child. 

18. Answer the following questions using the correct form of the tenses: 

1. What kind of games do you enjoy? 

Ans:I enjoy games like cricket and football. 

2. When will he tell you about his tour programme? 

Ans:He will tell me about his tour programme tonight. 

3. When do you get up? 

Generally I get up at five. 

4. Where did you spend your summer holidays last year? 

Ans:I spent my summer holidays in Bangalore last year. 

5. Who did you go with? 

Ans:I went with my parents. 

6. When will you turn eighteen? 

Ans:I will turn eighteen next month. 

 

19. Replace the words in Italics with present continuous or past continuous tense of the verbs in capitals: 

1. I have arranged to TAKE a week’s holiday. 
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Ans: I am taking a week’s holiday. 

2. I’ll SEE him tomorrow. 

Ans: I am seeing him tomorrow. 

3. I can’t see you this evening because I plan to GO out. 

Ans: I can’t see you this evening because I am going out. 

20. Complete the sentences using the perfect tense of the verb in brackets: 

1. I don’t know your father.  I have never met(never meet) him. 

2. He is very tired because he has not slept(not sleep) 

 

UNIT-1  

POEM – OFF TO OUTER SPACE TOMORROW MORNING 

1. Appreciation questions (Textual) 

1. What is the place of repetition in this poem?  Is it effectively used? 

The outer space is the place of repetition in this poem.  The phrase is effectively used at the close of each stanza. 

2. What is the overall tone / mood of the poem? 

The overall tone or mood of the poem is jubilation. 

3. Simile features twice in the poem.  Can you find it? 

(i)In solit’ry confinement as complete as any gaol. 

The poet is seated in the space capsule with the doors sealed.  It is like being in a jail under solitary 

confinement. 

(ii)With the teacups circling round me like the planets round the sun. 

In space, there is no force of gravity to pull down objects.  So the teacups rise and float.  It looks as if 

planets were going round the sun. 

4. Give the rhyme scheme of the poem. 

a aa b; a aa b; 

2. Comprehension questions: 

1) You can start the Count Down, you can take a last look. 

     a) What is the countdown for? 
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The countdown is for the launching of the space vehicle. 

     b) What does the ‘last look’ – imply? 

It implies the fact that the astronaut may not return to earth. 

2) You can pass me my helmet from its plastic hook; 

     a) Where is the helmet? 

The helmet is on the plastic hook. 

b) Why should his name be crossed out in the telephone book? 

The astronaut may not return to earth, so his name should be crossed out. 

3) There won’t be any calendar, there won’t be any clock. 

a) Why is calendar useless to him? 

In space there are no days and nights as on earth.  So the calendar is useless to him. 

    b) Why is the clock useless to him? 

Time is reckoned here with the rotation of the earth.  In space no such calculation is possible.  So the clock is 

useless to him. 

4) I’ll be writing no letters; I’ll be posting no mail. 

For with nobody to visit me and not a friend in hail 

a) Will the poet write letters? 

No, he won’t write letters. 

b) Will there be any visitors or friends? 

No, there won’t be any visitors or friends. 

5) In solit’ry confinement as complete as any goal 

a) Why is it called solitary confinement? 

The poet is all alone in his space capsule.  Neither visitors nor friends could meet him.  so it is called solitary 

confinement. 

    b) What is the ‘gaol’ to the poet? 

The space capsule is the ‘gaol’ to the poet. 

6) With the tea-cups circling round me like the planets round the sun. 

     a) Why do the teacups circle? 
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There is no force of gravity in space.  So the teacups circle. 

     b) What are the circling teacups like? 

They are like planets going round the sun. 

7) You can watch on television and follow from afar, 

Tracking through your telescope my upward shooting star. 

     a) How could people follow the course of the spaceship? 

People could follow the course of the spaceship through their telescope. 

     b) What is the ‘upward shooting star”? 

The rocket spitting smoke and flame is the upward shooting star. 

8) And when the rockets thrust me on my trans-galactic hop. 

    a) What is the trans-galactic hop? 

It is the astronaut’s jump across the galaxy. 

    b) What is the function of the rockets in space flight? 

The rockets propel the spacecraft into space, away from the gravity of the earth. 

9) With twenty hundred light-years  before the first stop. 

Then you and every soul on earth can go and blow your top. 

    a) What is a light year? 

It is a measurement of distance in space.  A light year is equal to the distance covered by light in a solar year (about 

6 million miles) 

    b) What is meant by ‘blow your top’? 

It means explode with anger. 

3. Appreciation questions: 

1. I’ll doze when I’m sleepy and wake without a knock. 

Write out the words in alliteration. 

When, wake, without 

2. In solit’ry confinement as complete as any gaol. 

Mention the figure of speech. 
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‘Simile’ is the figure of speech. 

3. With the teacups circling round me like the planets round the sun. 

Mention the figure of speech. 

‘Simile’ is the figure of speech. 

4. Setting off to outer space tomorrow morning. 

Write out the words in alliteration. 

Setting, space. 

5. Tracking through your telescope my upward shooting star. 

Mention the figure of speech. 

The figure of speech is Metaphor. 

6. Then you and every soul on earth can go and blow your top. 

    a) Write out the words in alliteration 

Every, earth 

   b) Pick out the idiom used in this line. 

The idiom is ‘blow your top’ 
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